Vocabulary Development

Complete each sentence by writing a word from the word box on the line.

The \[\text{cow}\] says __________________ .

The \[\text{truck}\] is __________________ .

The \[\text{gloves}\] are __________________ .

The \[\text{bee}\] says __________________ .

The \[\text{moon}\] is __________________ .

The \[\text{grapes}\] taste __________________ .

Word List

- good
- moo
- loud
- happy
- buzz
- warm
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Vocabulary Development

Complete each sentence by writing a word from the word box on the line.

The 🐄 says moo.

The 🚗 is loud.

The 🌞 are warm.

The 🐝 says buzz.

The 🌚 is happy.

The 🍇 taste good.

Word List

good  moo  loud  happy  buzz  warm